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'••Jpm twentieth century, rightly ceaaidered aa 
Jj0t* century of relativity and nuclear energy, 
lake «a© witnessed visualisation of the Image, 
Hsnnka to fantastic advances in electronics and 
:ÉÉ>ILS. However, it appeared very aeon that 
,JIde4*T ««* the image required a new language 
.JgV analysis and intarpretatian. Like the 
fretsyapfc, new techniques are emerging, 

^ashling more detailed analyses of materials. 

Uk* H. Elias stated himself, when he mat ! 
UShr. H. Hang at the International Congress of 
{Anatomists in New York (19*0), they both 
•dUs covered that'they used statistico -geometric 
4 methods to obtain information about three-
|«3mensional structures from sections. They 
rftecided to organise a meeting of persons 
F latere s ted in the three-dimensional 
|Interpretation of flat images. One year later 
'eleven scientists met in Germany to set «p the 
International Society for Stereolegy, and 

jaamultaneously coined a new term. This 
[interdisciplinary Society combined a wide 
(**»fa of discipline*, including biology, 
[medicine, metallurgy, mineralogy and 
I mathematics. The common feature to these 
disciplines was the quantitative interpretation 
ad microstructures in three dimensions from 
two-dimensional sections which only revealed 
•art of the true spatial geometry of the : 
material. 

When Buffon (in 1777) posed the famous | 
[problem of the needle, he created geometric 
probability, which is so Indispensable to the 
fSuthematlcal understanding of stereology. 

'• Lass than a century later (1M7), the geologist 
'A. Delesse developed the fundamental equation 
' of stereology, routinely called the Deles te 
'principle. This gave rise to the first 
! method of microscopic quantitative analysis. 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF IMAGES 

The performance levels of image measurement 

nethods today are far out of proportion to those 
iwhich existed only ten years ago. Until very 
recently, nothing better was available than the 
«aa of the optical microscope and, to a certain 
extent, the electron microscope, to quantify 
certain stereological parameters related, for 
example, to the sine and shop? of a particle of 
a mineral, nuclear or biological material. 

Advances in television and electronic scanning 
teehniquee propelled a whole generation of 
limage analysers to the foreground of micro
scopic research in fields aa dissimilar as 
biology *nd the science of materials. Some 
ten instruments designed for automatic image 
analysis are now available on the market, 
including Quantimet (Cambridge Instruments, 
GB). 

i 
Quantiroet is an image analyser in which the 
image is scanned by 7Z0 lines, hence its name 
Quantiraet 720. The electronic* signal 
corresponds to pulses whose height is a function 
of shade and-whose duration is equal to particle 
width. Particles are thus selected by their 
shade of grey or by their width, or even in 
certain cases by their form. Both the 
number of interceptions and the total particle 
area can be measured, leading to a continuous 
count through in tegra te of the pulses and 
comparison of successive l ines . 

I * 
|The image analyser features an optical 
| micros cope which project* sn image of the 
'analytical specimen on the screen of a vidlcon 
or plumbicorv tube. A high resolution 720-

,line scanner converts the image to low neise, 
giving a faithful electrical representation of 
this image. 
\ • 
:This video signal produced by the scanntr is 
then digitalised spatially in a matrix fixed at 
605,000 picture points. This enables 

'Quentimet 720 to take geometric measurements 
of a complete or reduced image, such as 
perimeter, length and height. Since 1975 
image analysis has been enhanced by the 
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Introduction of a modale called the Image 
ttftetor linked to the light pen. The light pen 
I* —«• to impart greater consistency to the 
•ample image, so that only the information 
•tared via the light pen ia memorised. ' The 
lavage Editor allows the separation of two 
Joined particles, the Joining of a broken line, 
tfc* acceptance and rejection of a particle or 
asta of H» components, and the erosion and 
dosare of a particle. 

•FECIAL STEREOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 
ACUTE LEUKEMIA» IN HUMANS AND 
ANIMALS 

I» biology and medicine, the internal structure 
«f calls, tissues and organs is now being 
faantitativery investigated in many fields of 
«toreological applications. Besides I 
providing new insights into the internal j 
geometric properties of living organisms, 
each data can be applied successfully to j 
•quantitative correlations between structura and 
Inaction applications that have previously been : 
virtually unfeasible. f 

I 
According to the stereological definition, we 
aadertook to determine the sise distribution of ' 
laaaocytes in an investigation dealing with j 
acate lymphoblastic and myeloblasts j 
leukemia*. As in all leukam'as, leukemic ; 
forms can be observed (20,000 to 30,000 cells ' 
par cubic millimeter and up to 100,000 and even 
300,000). The stereological analysis of 
leukemias was greatly facilitated by the . 
spherical morphology of the leukocytes. In I 
order to determine the population distribution • 
by cell diameter, we proceeded carefully with 
•reparation of samples obtained at the Institut 
4a Recherche des Leucé'mies directed by 
Professor Jean Bernard, and at the Institut de 
Pathologie Cellulaire (Professor Marcel~~— 
Bessis). Thin sections were obtained by 
standard cutting processes using the ultra» 
microtome (I u thickness), embedding in 
«poxy resin, and staining with toluidine blue. 
These different sections of acute human 
leukemic cells were then analysed by 
Quantimet 720. About 1200 cells were 
counted in automatic image analysis, after 
having achieved monitor uniformity by means 
#f the light pen and the image editor. 

Calculations fed to the APJL (A Programming 
Language) con»oU led to determination ol the 
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bi-medtl population six* distribution for acute 
, lymphoblastic leukemUe, and the uaimodal 
distribution for acuta myeloblastic leukemias. 

t We then decided that it would be interesting to 
Compare human leukemias with animal 
leukemias. • European hematology 
laboratories (Rijswijk. Zurich. 01m. Paris) 
inoculated rau , physiologically similar to 
humane, with certain types of blood cancer. 

[However, this induction raiaed problem* w 
cellular differentiation. Hence induced 
LS222 leukemia was found to be lymphoblastic 
in Parla bat undifferentiated ia Zurich. 

L5222 leukemia was inoculated ia a group of 
jbrown r a u , BD IX with 5 ml PBS + Calci 
'washing of the peritonea] cavity. 3.5 ml of 

ireddish liquid was taken from the peritoneum 
on days n + 1. After the injection of 10* 
.leukemia cells, no animal survived after the 
{seventh day. L5222 leukemia was induced 
'by a single intravenous injection of etbylnltro-
' sourea in inbred BD IX rate ia 1967. The 
i stereological examination identified the 
[undifferentiated and uncle»• ifieble L52ZZ 
•leukemia. A similar study was mad* with 
BNML induced at Rijswijk (Holland). 

; Considerable progress has bean achieved in 
'the past ten years in the analysis of particle 
sise and form. Automatic and quantitative 
image analysers and stereology enabled a 
comparative atudy of acute human and animal 
jUukemias. It is obvious that the agreement 
of results between these two natural and 
induced categories provides encouragement to 
continue this investigation by these methods. 
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